【Brief】The Degree Requirements of the Master Degree Program of the
Graduate School of Design in National Yunlin University of Science and
Technology
I.

Year of Study and Required Courses

The minimum requirement credits for first year is 7, and the maximum is 18.
16 credits are required courses (included master thesis)
20 credits are elective courses (Among all the credits, 6 credits could be any other college)
II. Academic advisor
Choose an academic advisor by the end of the first semester.
III. Thesis Proposal
The “Research or Creation Proposal” must be completed and submitted one semester before the master’s
degree examination (by late June or late December) and also before the deadline of professor report in our
school. Students who pass may continue with their thesis.
IV. Apply for Degree Examination
Academic Thesis
1. Required courses should reach 10 credits
2. Elective courses should reach 20 credits (6
credits could be any other college)
3. To meet the verification for language ability
4. To reach 2 points
5. To reach 1.5 points by submit publication to
international seminars
6. To reach 1 point by submit publication to
domestic seminars
7. To reach 1 point by attend the workshop for
more than 5 days
8. To reach 1 point by 320 hours practical training
※The competition Award could at most admit 1
point, and it is essential to get 1 point by attend the
international seminars to meet the graduation
requirement.

Technique Reports of Innovation Practices
1.
2.
3.
4.

Required courses should reach 16 credits
Elective courses should reach 20 credits (6
credits could be any other college)
To meet the verification for language ability
To reach 2 points
1) International competition
 3 points would be granted if the works
rank the top three
 1-2 point(s) would be granted if works are
selected as Award as Excellent.
 0.5 point would be granted if the works
are shortlisted while the preliminary
selection
2) Domestic seminars
 1 points would be granted if the works
rank the top three
 0.5 points would be granted if works are
selected as Award as Excellent.
 0.25 point would be granted if the works
are shortlisted while the preliminary
selection

3) To reach 1 point by attend the work shop
for more than 5 days
4) To reach 1 point by 320 hours practical
training
※The oral presentation of thesis could at most
admit 1 point, and it is essential to attend
international competition or workshop to get 1 point
to meet the graduation requirement.

五、
our institute should be written in English. If anyone who submits one paper written in Chinese should attach
at least 20 pages abstract written in English and it is essential to submits 1 publication in foreign language to
Journal or submit 2 publications in foreign language to international seminar, it would be allowed to apply
institute office for writing thesis in Chinese.

